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Genus and species: The strawberry cultivar of this inven tion is botanically identi?ed as Fragariaxananassa Duch.



priately in arid, sub-tropical climates. When treated with appropriate planting regimes, ‘Benicia’ has larger fruit and produces individual-plant yields greater than that of ‘Cama rosa’ (U .S. Plant Pat. No. 8,708). It further produces similar quantities of fruit per plant but develops larger and higher quality fruit than ‘Ventana’(U.S. Plant Pat. No. 13,469).



Variety denomination: The variety denomination is ‘Benicia’. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION This invention relates to a new and distinctive short-day type cultivar designated as ‘Benicia’. The new cultivar was the result of a cross performed in 2004 between the cultivar 10



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



The ?gures depict various characteristics of the ‘Benicia’



‘Palomar’ (U .S. Plant Pat. No. 19,472) and unreleased germ plasm accession Cal 0.18-601 (unpatented). Accession Cal



cultivar.



018-601 was chosen as a parent due to its large, ?rm, and



istics of the plant in a ?eld planting.



FIG. 1 shows the general ?owering and fruiting character



high quality fruit and medium plant vigor. ‘Benicia’ was ?rst



FIG. 2 shows a typical leaf at mid-season.



fruited at an experimental orchard near Winters, Calif. in 15



2005, where it was selected, originally designated Cal 4.39-1, and propagated asexually by runners. Following selection and during testing, the plant of this selection was designated



FIG. 3 shows representative mid-season fruit. FIG. 4 shows a cross-section of representative mid-season fruit.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION ‘C225 ’. It was later designated ‘Benicia’ for introduction into commerce. Asexual propagules from this original source 20 ‘Benicia’ is typical of short-day strawberry cultivars and have been tested in Watsonville, Calif., in Irvine, Calif., and to produces fruit over an extended period when treated appro a limited extent in grower ?elds starting in 2007. The cultivar



priately in arid, subtropical climates. The production pattern



is stable and reproduces true to type in successive generations



of asexual reproduction. 25



BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



‘Benicia’ is a short-day (June bearing) type cultivar that produces fruit over an extended period when treated appro



for ‘Benicia’ is similar to that of ‘Camarosa’ and ‘Palomar’, although it is somewhat earlier to initiate fruiting with most cultural treatments. ‘Benicia’ initiates fruiting somewhat later than ‘Ventana’ when established in very early fall, but has a production pattern similar to ‘Ventana’ with most cultural treatments. ‘Benicia’ will be of special interest for winter
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3 plantings, Where ‘Camarosa’, ‘Ventana’, and ‘Palomar’ have been successful, and in summer plantings Where ‘Pajaro’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 4,538) and ‘Chandler’ (US. Plant Pat. No. 5,262) have been successful. Color references have been made to the Munsell Color Chart.



Plants and foliage: Fruiting plants of ‘Benicia’ are similar in morphology to ‘Ventana’, although slightly more open and erect, and some What smaller throughout most of the production season With most cultural treatments. ‘Benicia’ plants are larger than those of ‘Palomar’ and similar in siZe to ‘Camarosa’ in most



‘Benicia’ are smaller and less rounded than for ‘Camarosa’.



Further, the lea?ets are similar in shape but smaller than those of ‘Ventana’ or ‘Palomar’. Leaves (including petioles) for ‘Benicia’ are similar in length to ‘Ventana’ and ‘Camarosa’, but shorter than ‘Palomar’ mostly due to shorter petiole length. Petioles for ‘Benicia’ are generally longer and thinner



than those of the comparison cultivars. The adaxial (upper) and abaxial (loWer) surfaces of leaves for ‘Benicia’ are similar in color to ‘Camarosa’ and darker than ‘Ventana’ leaves at mid season. Leaves of ‘Benicia’ have consistently more concavity than ‘Camarosa’, less concavity than ‘Palomar’ and are simi



production environments. Comparative statistics for foliar



lar to those for ‘Ventana’. Serrations at mid season are more



characteristics near mid-season are given for ‘Benicia’ and



pointed than ‘Camarosa’, but similar in shape and number to



three comparison cultivars in Table 1. Individual lea?ets for



‘Ventana’ and ‘Palomar’. TABLE 1



Foliar and plant characteristics for ‘Benicia’ ‘Camarosa’ ‘Palomar’ and ‘Ventana’. Cultivar Foliar Character



‘Camarosa’



‘Ventana’



‘Palomar’



‘Benicia’



Plant height (mm) mean



range



299



277



262



304



280-320



250-300



250-290



280-370



431 395-490



43 2 370-485



388 360-455



43 8 390-500



100 93-105



92 55-110



88 76-93



98 90-120



Plant spread (mm) mean range



Mid-tier lea?et



Length (mm) mean range



Width (mm) mean



range



87



80-100



79



72



82



73-90



65-80



70-90



Mid-tier leaf



Length (mm) mean



range



290



314



244



3 18



267-325



235-350



160-282



290-330



178 152-210



169 150-190



15 6 128-175



1 67 150-187



Width (mm) mean range



Leaf components



Petiole length (mm) mean



range



194



170-220



220



190-240



169



150-175



224



210-230



Petiole diameter (mm) mean



range



5.1



4-6



4.9



4-6



4.5



4-5



4.2



3-5



Petiolule length (mm) mean



8.5



range



6-10



5-7



4-6



5-8



3



3



3, rarely



3



# lea?ets/leaf



6.1



5.5



7.0



4 or 5



Leaf convexity



Some convex,



?at to very



concave to



most ?at to



concave



very concave



19.5 18-21



20.6 18-23



20.6 18-23



18.9 17-20



rounded, some



semi-pointed



semi-pointed



semi-pointed



slight concave



Serrations number/leaf range



shape



semi-pointed Leaf pubescence Petiole pubescence



density



light-moderate light-moderate moderate-light



heavy



moderate-heavy



heavy



moderate



moderate-heavy
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direction



‘Carnarosa’



‘Ventana’



‘Palomar’



‘Benicia’



perpendicular



perpendicular



perpendicular



perpendicular



2.5 GY 8/9



2.5 GY 9/8



to acropetal Petiole color (Munsell)



2.5 GY 8/9



2.5 GY 8/9



Stipule length (mm) mean



33.8



31.9



33.3



31.5



range



30-45



25-40



25-41



20-41



core



7.5 GY 9/4



2.5 GY 9/8



10Y 9/9



5 GY 8/8



margins Stolon base diarneter (mm) Stolons per nursery mother plant Venation



7.5 GY 8/7 1.7 28.0



10Y 8/11 1.5 18.8



2.5 GY 9/8 2.3 25.5



7.5 GY 9/4 1.9 28.2



Stipule color



pattern color



pinnate



pinnate



pinnate



pinnate



10 GY 7/8



5 GY 8/8



2.5 GY 8/9



7.5 GY 9/4



Disease and pest reaction: ‘Benicia’ is moderately resistant to powdery mildew



25



obovate. It is easily distinguished by fruit shape from ‘Cama rosa’ (shortened and ?attened conic), or ‘Ventana’ (medium



(Sphaerolheca macularis), but is moderately susceptible to Anthracnose crown rot (Collelolrichum aculalum), and very



susceptible to Verlicillium wilt (Verlicillium dahliae). It is moderately susceptible to Phylophlhora crown rot (Phyloph lhora caclorum) and common leaf spot (Ramularia Zulasnei) (Table 2). When treated properly, it has tolerance to two



symmetrical conic), and ‘Palomar’ (short symmetrical conic). 30



External and internal fruit color for ‘Benicia’ is similar to that of ‘Camarosa’ and darker than that of ‘Ventana’ or ‘Palomar’



(Table 3). Achenes vary from yellow to dark red, and are even



spotted spider mites (Telranychus urlicae) equal to that of the



with the fruit surface or slightly indented. ‘Benicia’ has been tested under a variety of cultural



comparison cultivars. ‘Benicia’ is tolerant to strawberry viruses encountered in California. TABLE 2



age. The fruit shape for ‘Benicia’ can vary, but is typically medium to long conic, which can be ?attened or slightly



regimes, and optimal performance is obtained when nursery 35



‘Camarosa’, ‘Ventana’, and ‘Palomar’ are used. In general,



Disease resistance scores for ‘Benicia’ and three comparison cultivars.



Phylophlhora



VerriciZZium



CQZZelolrichum



Genotype



Resistance Score (5 = best)



Resistance Score (5 = best)



Resistance Score (5 = best)



‘Carnarosa’ ‘Ventana’ ‘Palomar’ ‘Benicia’



3.06 2.06 2.81 3.50



3.08 2.89 4.14 2.08



3.1 2.7 3.0 2.6



plants of ‘Benicia’ are less vigorous than ‘Camarosa’ or ‘Ven tana’ with very early season planting, but more vigorous than ‘Palomar’. ‘Benicia’ retains excellent fruit quality in summer 40



than that of ‘Camarosa’. It produces similar quantities of fruit



2008-2009;



Flowering, fruiting, fruit, and production characteristics: ‘Benicia’ is similar to other California short-day straw 50



in that it will ?ower over an extended period and into spring or summer, given appropriate local temperature and horticul



initiates fruit as early as ‘Ventana’ and ‘Palomar’, with earlier



per plant but develops larger and higher quality fruit than ‘Ventana’ (Table 5). Commercial appearance ratings have been equal to or better than those for all of the comparison



Colletolrichum was evaluated in 2009.



tural conditions. With very early plantation establishment (before October 1 in California), ‘Benicia’ produces fruit slightly later than ‘Ventana’ and ‘Palomar’ but earlier than ‘Camarosa’. With later plantation establishment, ‘Benicia’



planting systems. When treated with appropriate planting regimes, ‘Benicia’ has larger fruit and produces individual-plant yields greater



Phytophthora and Verticillium scores were obtained in evaluations conducted between 45



berry cultivars (e. g. ‘Ventana’, ‘Camarosa’, and ‘Palomar’)



treatments and nutritional programs similar to those of



cultivars, especially ‘Camarosa’. Fruit from ‘Benicia’ is sub stantially ?rmer than fruit from ‘Ventana’, but similar in ?rmness to the other comparison cultivars. Subjectively, ‘Benicia’ has outstanding ?avor. The fruit will be exceptional for both fresh market and processing, and will be useful for home gardening purposes. TABLE 3 Foliar and fruit color characteristics for ‘Benicia’ and three comparison cultivars.



55



Color



Cultivar



production timing than ‘Camarosa’. Comparative statistics for ?ower and fruit characteristics near mid-season are given



Character



for the four cultivars in Table 4. The primary ?owers for



60 Leaf color



‘Benicia’ are similar in siZe to ‘Ventana’, with a calyx that is



(CIELAB)



distinctly larger than the corolla on primary fruit. The sepals



Adaxial L*



are similar in length and shape to ‘Camarosa’ and ‘Ventana’. The calyx for ‘Benicia’ varies in position but frequently has a slight neck early in the season. Each primary ?ower has 6-8 petals, slightly more than the comparison cultivars on aver



65 range



‘Carnarosa’



‘Ventana’



‘Palomar’



‘Benicia’



37.1 34.8-41.3



40.0 33.2-39.2



35.2 33.7-37.0



38.2 35.0-41.9
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TABLE 3-c0ntinued



Foliar and fruit color characteristics for ‘Benicia’ and three comparison cultivars.



Foliar and fruit color characteristics for ‘Benicia



Color Character



Cultivar



5



‘Camarosa’



‘Ventana’



‘Palomar’



‘Benicia’



—13.1 —11.5-—16.8



—10.8 -9.1--13.3



—8.9 -7.0--11.9



—13.1 -7.3--17.3



Color Charm“?r



a* mean range



.camarosa,



.v?ntana,



.Palomar,



.B?nicia,



33-3 28.6-39.3



33-6 25.9-38.7



24.3-39.7



33-3 31.5-36.6



17.9 10.9-26.2 7.5 R4/11



15.8 10.4-20.9 7.5 R 5/13



11.5-23.6 5 R 3/7



14.6 10.2-20.2 2.5 R 7/10



42.1-54.9



42.0-58.5



21.1-29.0



20.9-34.9



51*



mean range



16.6 15.3-17.7



15.5 12.8-19.5



11.3 91-123



Munsell Ab?Xi?l L*



5 GY 5/6



2.5 GY 4/3



5 GY 4/3



mean



Cultivar



10



mm range b>F



b*



range



,



and three comparison cultivars.



51.5



48.8-53.4



48.5



49.0



45.6-50.2



36.3-50.6



17.4 96-239



2.5 GY 4/3



mean 15 range Munsell Internal L>F



51.2



47.9-54.5



a



man 20 range



53]



52A



44.2-60.9



48.6-57.8



495



>8



mean



-14.7



-12.3



-12.2



—13.6



range



—13.7-—16.5



—11.3-—13.3



—11.2-—13.3



—11.4-—15.9



a



b*



mean range Munsell



22.3 19.6-26.2 7.5 GY 8/7



20.7 17.6-22.7 7.5 GY 8/7



18.6 14.7-22.2 7.5 GY 9/4



20.5 17.5-24.5 2.5 GY 8/6



mean



29.6



28.8



range b*



24.8-33.8



23.9-33.9



29.8



25



mam



263



23]



range



21.4-30.1



18.1-27.5



18.2-23.8



19.2-26.7



gixt?mal )



Munsell



7.5 R5/13



5 R 5/13



7.5 R 6/12



7.5 R 5/13



L*



Achene color 2.5Y7/10



10Y8/11



7.5 R8/12



5 R3/7



P51152113“



239



30



mean range



365 33.2-40.0



34_4 31.7-36.3



33_7 28.9-36.5



331 31.1-38.6



Munsell



TABLE 4 FloWer and fruit characteristics for ‘Benicia’ and three comnari on cultivars.



Cultivar Character



‘Camarosa’



‘Ventana’



‘Palomar’



‘Benicia’



Petal number mean



5.7



6.2



5.7



6.6



range



5-8



5-8



5-6



6-8



Petal shape apex



base margin



truncate to



truncate to



truncate to



truncate to



slightly obtuse



slightly obtuse



slightly obtuse



slightly obtuse



attenuate



attenuate



attenuate



attenuate



entire



entire



entire



entire



Petal length (mm) mean



14.2



15.1



18.3



15.5



range



13-16



14-17



15-21



15-17



Petal Width (mm) mean



14.8



16.9



18.2



16.7



range



13-16



16-19



15-22



15-18



FloWer position



(relative to foliage) Calyx diam. (mm)



most even



even to



even to



even to



some exposed



exposed



exposed



exposed



mean



48.1



45.2



57.5



49.6



range



40-52



42-52



51-61



45-53



Corolla diam. (mm) mean



37.4



39.7



44.4



39.6



range



32-44



38-42



42-47



39-41



Sepal length (mm) mean



20.6



19.7



23.5



20.1



range



16-25



19-22



19-28



19-21
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‘Camarosa’



‘Ventana’



‘Palomar’



‘Benicia’



Sepal width (mm) mean



11.5



9.8



11.7



11.5



range



10-13



8-11



10-13



11-12



7.5 GY 5/7



2.5 GY 8/9



7.5 GY 7/9



7.5 GY 7/9



Sepal color (Munsell)



Pedicel length (mm) mean



229



range



259



220-240



183



230-290



23 8



150-210



210-290



Pedicel diameter (mm) mean



range Pedicel color



3.1



4.3



3.7



4.2



2-4 2.5 GY 6/8



3-5 2.5 GY 9/8



3-5 5 GY 8/8



3-5 2.5 GY 9/8



Fruit shape Fruit length (mm) mean



48.7



50.5



49.9



52.0



range



43-53



45-60



43-55



50-58



Fruit width (mm) mean



40.7



45.2



44.4



43.4



range



37-51



41-53



38-55



42-48



1.21 1.0-1.4



1.12 1.0-1.2



1.13 1.0-1.3



1.20 1.0-1.4



Obovate-flat



Medium conic



Short conic



Medium-long conic



Length/ width ratio range



subjective



Primary/secondary fruit



comparison size (subjective)



40-60%



50-60%



50-60%



50-60%



shape



similar shape,



similar shape



similar shape



similar shape



Extent/size of hollow core



small-absent



Small



small-absent



small-absent



even-reflexed



even-indented



even-indented



more conic



Calyx position



indented-neck



size relative to fruit



equal or less than fruit diameter



Seed position Adherence of Calyx to Fruit



indented-extruded Weak



equal or less than equal or greater than equal or greater than fruit diameter fruit diameter fruit diameter



even-extruded Intermediate



even-indented Weak



Flower and plant measurements obtained on Apr. 3, 2008; .



.



fru1t measurements obtalned between May 10-20, 2008.



even-indented Weak



TABLE 5-00minued 45



.



.



.



.



Performance of ‘Benlcla’ and three comparison cultivars evaluated in Watsonville CA between 2008-9.



TABLE 5



Appearance Item



Performance of ‘Benicia’ and three comparison cultivars



‘Familiar, ‘Benicia’



.



Frult



8Com



$126



(gplant)



(5 = best)



(g/fruit)



Firmness



‘Camarosa’



2,137



2_7



2&6



10_1



‘Ventana’



2,616



3.0



33.3



9.8



Item



SiZe



(gplant)



(5 = best)



(gfruit)



Firmness



2’667



3'7



34'1



10'4



2,566



3.6



33.7



10.0



All plants for these trials were harvested from a commercial nursery near Macdoel, CA



AlF’lFma-ranm3 . 1d



Score



50



evaluated in Watsonville, CA between 2008-9.



Y“?



Fruit



Yield



between October 15-16, and transplanted after 6-7 days to supplemental storage. Fruit



.



harvest was initiated in early April and continued through the last week ofAug-ust. (52H



55 2-row beds, 17,300 plants/acre).
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Strawberry plant named 'Monterey' 

Jan 25, 2008 - (12) United States Plant Patent (10) Patent N0.: US PP19 ... Cal 1.132-3, and propagated asexually by runners. Follow ..... (5 = best). (5 = best).
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Strawberry plant named 'Sweet Ann' 

Dec 24, 2009 - (Us). ( * ) Notice: Subject to any disclaimer, the term of this patent is extended or .... ?rmness, color and quality even following long distance ship.
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Strawberry plant named 'BG-3.324' 

Aug 5, 2011 - ee app lea Ion e or Comp e e Seam 15 Dry. (US); Michael .... appearance of typical specimens of the new strawberry van-. Fmitl6ng?1(cm) 4_7. 4_5 ety 'BG-3.324', at various stages of development as true as it .... Time of ?rst.
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Strawberry plant named 'Sweet Ann' 

Dec 24, 2009 - (12) United States Plant Patent (10) Patent N0.: ... US 2011/0162119 P1. Jun. .... ?rmness, color and quality even following long distance ship.
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Calibrachoa plant named 'DANOA60' 

Aug 21, 2012 - (75) Inventor: Gavriel Danziger, Moshav Mishmar. Primary Examiner * June HWu. Hashiva (IL). Assistant Examiner * Louanne KrawcZewicZ ...
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Phlox plant named 'Duephocher' 

Dec 29, 2010 - ee app lea Ion e or Comp e e Seam 15 Dry. _. Primary Examiner .... Developing and fully expanded leaves, loWer surface: Close to 143C ...
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Salvia plant named 'Balyricsil' 

Jul 25, 2011 - breeding program was the development of Salvia cultivars having distinctive ?ower coloration with a mounded growth habit. The new Salvia cultivar is the result of .... General descriptioniQuantity of leaves per branch: Approximately 8.
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Hydrangea plant named 'RENHY' 

Jun 28, 2007 - Upov Rom GTITM Computer Database, GTI Jouve. Ambrolse Pare' .... except Where general color terms of ordinary dictionary sig ni?cance are ...
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Scaevola plant named 'Bonsca7200' 

Aug 7, 2012 - ee app lcanon e or Comp ete Seam story'. (75) Inventor: Andrew .... Time to develop roots, summeniAbout three weeks at. 20Â° C. to 25Â° C.
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Geranium plant named Peggy 

Feb 25, 1979 - Plant 6,020. [11] Patent Number: ' Primary Examiner-Robert E. Bagwill. Kirmann. [45] Date of Patent: Sep. 22, 1987. '[54] GERANIUM-PLANT NAMED PEGGY. Attorney, Agent, or Firmâ€”Schwartz, Jeffery, Schwaab,. M k, Bl th 1 & E. ;[75] Inven
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Hosta plant named 'Justine' 

Jan 11, 2011 - (58) Field of Classi?cation Search ... (76) Inventor: Hendrik Jan van den Top, Wesselseweg .... Plant height (soil level to top offoliar plane).
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Begonia plant named 'Grace' 

Jun 6, 2011 - Primary Examiner * Susan McCormick Ewoldt. (74) Attorney, Agent, or Firm * C. A. Whealy. (73) Assignee: Koppe Royalty B.V., Putten (NL). 57.
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Carex plant named 'Everillo' 

May 18, 2010 - plished by rhizome division in Oldtown, Stoneyford, Co. Kilkenny, Republic of Ireland in January of 2008 by the. Inventor. The characteristics of this cultivar have been deter mined to be stable and are reproduced true to type in succe
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Buddleja plant named 'Burncross' 

Oct 21, 2010 - determined to be the unique characteristics of 'Burncross'. These characteristics in combination distinguish. 'Burncross'as a new and distinct Buddleja plant: 1. Low growing, outwardly spreading and mounding plant habit. 2. Green and y
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Stevia plant named 'T60' 

Apr 28, 2010 - plugs and then into 4 inch pots between December of year 1 and January of ... levels of Reb A in these neW T-line Slevia plants Were as high.
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Poinsettia plant named 'NPCW10158' 

Mar 13, 2012 - U.S.C. 154(b) by 195 days. Primary Examiner * Wendy C Haas. (21) Appl- No: 12/657,475. (74) Attorney, Agent, or Firm i Jondle & Associates, ...
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Begonia plant named 'YABON' 

Apr 15, 2010 - Ballhortcom Accessed Sep. 30, 201 l .*. * cited by examiner. Primary Examiner * Wendy C Haas. (74) Attorney, Agent, or Firm * Penny J. Aguirre.
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Neoregelia plant named 'Malbec' 

Aug 21, 2010 - the name 'Malbec'. The new Neoregelia plant is a product of a planned breed ing program conducted by the Inventor in Princeton, Fla. The.
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